Introduction
Access to external knowledge is crucial for firms' research and development activities as it allows complementing internal resources (Powell et al. 1996) . This implies that firms' embeddedness in knowledge networks is crucial for their economic success (cf. Uzzi 1996 , Cantner-Graf 2004 . This raises the question about the type of factors that influence the structure of knowledge networks. Boschma (2005) proposed five
Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 types of proximity that influence the probability of organizations to establish a knowledge link. Researchers have analysed the role these proximities play for the development of knowledge networks (cf. Breschi-Lissoni 2003 , Balland, 2011 and firms' performance (cf. Gluckler 2007 , Broekel-Boschma 2012 .
To assess the relevance of proximities for firms' innovative success, studies usually relate the innovative output of a firm to the average proximity (based on one of the proximity dimensions) with its knowledge exchange partners. This means that these dimensions are often condensed into a single measure. However, little is known about the structure of the links of firms for knowledge exchange, concerning the types of proximity. This also applies to the impact of such structures on their innovative success. In addition, studies tend to focus only on one type of proximity, and when they do consider multiple proximity types, these are treated as being independent of each other. However, proximity in one dimension can substitute for proximity in another dimension. For instance, when two partners are cognitively distant, being geographically close allows for better communication because of the better possibilities to interact face-to-face. The proximity types may also work together when it comes to their effects on innovation. In this respect, cognitive proximity has an exceptional position among the proximity types (Boschma 2005) . Similar to the other proximities, it not only facilitates knowledge exchange but also defines the learning potential for the creation of novel ideas and solutions. Therefore, we argue that the effects of the other types of proximities on innovative success have to be identified and empirically investigated in relation to that of cognitive proximity. This paper analyses the cognitive and geographical structures of 295 firms' links for knowledge exchange in 8 European regions. In particular, we focus on the relationship between the geographical and cognitive structure of links and analyze whether firms interact more intensively with technologically similar, related, or dissimilar organizations at various geographical levels (regional and non-regional). By means of a cluster analysis technique, we establish an interaction between the cognitive with the geographical proximity dimension and systematically identify groups of firms with particular combinations of links with specific geographical and cognitive characteristics. We use that information to test whether particular geographical or cognitive structures of links or combinations of these are more conducive for innovative performance than other structures.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the proximity framework and presents arguments on how the different proximities matter for innovative success. Section 3 unveils the employed data, and Section 4 sets out the empirical approach. Sections 5 and 6 present the results. Section 7 concludes the study.
Proximity, networks, and innovation
Firms' embeddedness into knowledge networks is increasingly being recognized as a factor influencing their economic and innovative success (Powell et al. 1996) . A rich Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 body of literature has emerged that analyses factors driving the formation of knowledge networks. Inspired by the French school of proximity (cf. Torre-Rallet 2005) , Boschma (2005) proposes five types of proximity (i.e. cognitive, social, organizational, institutional, and geographical) that may affect firms' likelihood to engage in knowledge exchange with other organizations. A flourishing body of empirical literature has taken up these ideas and has investigated the driving forces behind network formation (cf. Breschi-Lissoni 2003 , Cantner-Graf 2004 , Ter WalBoschma 2009 , Balland 2011 , Broekel-Boschma 2012 .
In addition, the structure of firms' links has received attention, with studies focusing on geographically proximate and distant partners (cf. Meyer-Krahmer 1985 , Arndt-Sternberg 2000 , Bathelt et al. 2004 ) as well as cognitively proximate and distant partners (cf. Fritsch 2003 , Nooteboom et al. 2007 , Balland et al. 2013 ). Especially, the economic relevance of the type of partner (in terms of the proximity dimensions) has been the focus of researchers. This focus is more relevant as high degrees of proximity may ease communication and make the establishment of links between firms more likely, but high levels of proximity may not lead to higher innovation performance per se, and may even possibly reduce it. This has been referred to as the 'proximity paradox' (Boschma-Frenken 2010) . Accordingly, the benefits a firm can gain from particular links may be related to optimal levels of proximity in various dimensions. For instance, Sternberg & Arndt (2001) showed that balancing intra-and interregional links is most conducive for firms' innovation performance. Phelps (2010) found that access to greater variety improves innovation activities. Nooteboom et al. (2007) and Broekel & Boschma (2012) provided evidence that, in terms of innovative success, an optimal level of cognitive proximity might exist. That is, both higher cognitive proximity (greater technological similarity) and lower cognitive proximity (lower technological similarity) tend to reduce the innovation performance of firms.
In this context, Boschma & Frenken (2010) made a distinction between social, organizational, institutional, and geographical proximities on the one hand and cognitive proximity on the other hand. For the first four types of proximity, an 'optimal level' refers to a combination of links with low and high proximity. For instance, with respect to geographical proximity (and similarly for the other three proximity types), they state that an optimal level of geographical proximity does not equal an optimal geographical distance between two agents. Instead, agents should focus on balancing or combining local and non-local linkages. Contrarily, to be beneficial, they propose that an optimal level of cognitive proximity needs to exist for each link. This is not only relevant from a theoretical perspective but it also matters empirically. For instance, many studies that test for the effect of cognitive proximity estimate the average technological similarity (cognitive distance) of a focal firm to its direct knowledge exchange partners (Nooteboom et al. 2007 , Broekel-Boschma 2012 . However, the estimated average can be identical for very different distributions. In a very simplified example, two firms might have two partners each. For firm A, Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 one link has a maximum technological similarity index of 1 and the other one is at a minimum with value 0. The average technological similarity of this firm to its partners is 0.5, which is the same value obtained for firm B, which has two partners with a similarity of 0.5 each (mean similarity). Accordingly, both firms obtain the average similarity index value of 0.5. However, in the proximity framework, firm A's links are expected to lower the innovation performance of the firm as a great cognitive overlap (similarity of 1) implies a lack of variety for innovation creation and a low cognitive overlap (similarity of 0) goes hand in hand with a lack of effective communication. Firm B is expected to have a high innovation performance, since effective communication and sufficient levels of new variety characterise all the links of firm B. Analyses using the averaged similarity index treat both firms A and B identically, and therefore fail to discriminate between the two very different cases. Boschma (2005) points out that proximity types are related to each other in two ways. First, proximities can be substitutes rather than complements when it comes to the establishment of links and ensure their success. It can be sufficient to be proximate in just one dimension to link with an organization: being proximate in another dimension does not yield further effects (Boschma-Frenken 2010) . This argument is backed by some empirical studies. For instance, Singh (2005) shows that geographical proximity fosters the establishment of links among researchers who are distant in the cognitive dimension. Ponds et al. (2007) find that geographical proximity helps to overcome institutional distance. As revealed in their study, industry-university relationships are more likely to be established if firms and universities are geographically proximate, while university-university relationships span greater geographical distances.
Second, proximities can be related in terms of their effects on innovation. It is still empirically unclear if proximity in one dimension can substitute for proximity in another dimension in terms of firms' innovation performance. For instance, it seems plausible that geographical proximity allows effective communication because of the possibilities of face-to-face interaction, even when two partners might be cognitively distant. However, in many cases geographical proximity might just capture the effects of other types of proximity (social, institutional, organizational) , questioning its direct and independent impact. However, cognitive proximity has an exceptional position among the other proximity types. Similar to the other types of proximity, cognitive proximity not only facilitates knowledge exchange, but also defines the learning potential, i.e. the potential for the creation of novel ideas and solutions. In this context, some cognitive distance is necessary for facilitating interactive learning and innovation (Nooteboom 2000) . The other proximity types (i.e. geographical, social, institutional, and organizational) are not directly related to the learning potential and primarily impact communication efficiency and the success of knowledge exchange (Boschma 2005) . Therefore, we propose that the effects of these proximities on innovative success
Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 must be seen in relation to cognitive proximity. Our study takes up this issue by analyzing the relationship between geographical proximity (as an enabling factor of knowledge exchange) and cognitive proximity for innovation performance of firms. To be precise, we perform tests to determine if particular geographical or cognitive structures (or a combination of both) of knowledge exchange links are more conducive for firms' innovation performance.
Data
Our empirical study is based on a database collected as part of a European project on 'Constructing regional advantage: Towards state-of-the-art regional innovation policies in Europe?' funded by the European Science Foundation. Research teams in a number of European countries (the Czech Republic, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Turkey) interviewed firms in different European regions and industries with a harmonized questionnaire. The questions were concerned with the R&D activities of firms, their innovative success, and their engagement in knowledge exchange activities. The firms provided detailed information on all kinds of organizations (other firms, associations, universities, etc.) that they were interacting with during the last three years and with whom they exchanged technological knowledge relevant for their innovation activities. The interviews were conducted by the word of mouth, and the interviewer adapted the questions according to the context of corresponding industry. The information facilitates an analysis on the sources of technological knowledge of the firms and the manner in which it affects their innovation performance. As shown in Table 1 , data was collected on 372 firms in eight European regions and nine industries. A total of 295 firms reported at least one link with which they exchanged technological knowledge. On average, 5.31 links were mentioned (see Table A1 ). The distribution of the number of links is strongly skewed, with 50% of the firms reporting four or more links. Only 8% of the 295 firms mentioned just one organization with which they exchanged technological knowledge. The maximum number of links was 36.
In this study, we grouped firms that have similar links concerning their cognitive and geographical proximity. Our data restricted us to these two proximity types. In a similar manner as Cassiman et al. (2005) , the technological similarity between an interviewed firm and its knowledge exchange partner is reported on a scale of 1 to 5 for each link. Accordingly, we measured technological similarity in a relative manner allowing for comparison across industries. For all 2,110 links, on average, a technological similarity of 2.83 was reported. For all firms and contacts, the geographical location (i.e. the latitude and longitude) was recorded, allowing the estimation of the geographical distance between the firm and the contact organization. The mean geographical distance is large with 886 km, which is however caused by a number of long distance links (>10,000). The median distance is just about 177 km.
Empirical Approach
Defining the structure of links As pointed out earlier, studies analysing the effects of proximities on innovation often rely on the average geographical and cognitive distance between a firm and its direct knowledge exchange partners. However, the average distance gives only limited insights since the mean can be identical for very different empirical distributions.
To obtain a picture of the cognitive structure of firms' links, we constructed three variables: (1) the share of links that show low technological similarity; (2) the share of links with medium technological similarity; and (3) the share of links with organizations whose knowledge base is similar to that of the focal firm. These shares are derived from the 1-5 similarity variable and are as follows: values equal to 1 are defined as low technological similarity (SHARE-VARIETY), values from 2 to 3 are considered as medium similarity relationships (SHARE-RELATED), and values of 4 and 5 refer to high similarity (SHARE-SIMILAR). This classification is based on own experiences during interviews and results in a uniform distribution of observations across these classes, as shown in Table 2 . We then grouped the firms according to the similarity in their profiles by performing a cluster analysis on the three shares.
Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 We took an approach similar to that taken for cognitive dimension to analyse geographical dimension. We are particularly interested in the embeddedness of firms in regional knowledge networks, which refer to links with organizations at low geographical distances. It implied the need to differentiate between regional and nonregional linkages. The data covers observations from different countries and regions. For this reason, 'regional' may refer to quite different distances in each case. For example, distances between Dutch cities rarely exceed 200 km, while this is different in Sweden. Accordingly, the size of regions is likely to vary substantially, which makes the definition of a universal threshold distance problematic. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the geographical distances of all links (excluding those larger than 2,000 km), smoothed with a standard Gaussian kernel density. A clear peak of link distances at around 40 km and a flattening of the curve from 600 km onwards are visible. Based on this, three variables are created: (1) the share of links with distances equal or less than 40 km (SHARE-REGIONAL), (2) the share of linkages with distances between 40 and 600 km (SHARE-MEDIUM-DIST), and (3) the share of knowledge relations exceeding a distance of 600 km (SHARE-LARGE-DIST). Clusters for these three variables are identified with a cluster analysis. 
Distribution of links' geographic distance
As shown above, we treated the cognitive and geographical structure of firms' partners independently of each other. However, this does not take into account the relationship between geographical and cognitive proximity, which refers to the idea that the two might have a complementary or substitutive relationship. To consider this empirically, the two dimensions are made to interacted. In order to keep the complexity at an acceptable level, we dropped the differentiation between the medium-range and large distance linkages, as most of the literature regarding the effects of geographical proximity emphasize the difference between regional and nonregional knowledge links. Based on this, the following variables were created: (1) the share of regional links with low technological similarity (SHARE-REGIONAL&VARIETY), (2) the share of regional links with medium technological similarity (SHARE-REGIONAL&RELATED), and (3) the share of regional links with high technological similarity (SHARE-REGIONAL&SIMILAR). The same variables are defined for non-regional links: SHARE-NO-REGIONAL&VARIETY, SHARE-NO-REGIONAL&RELATED, and SHARE-NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR. As stated before, a cluster analysis is performed on the six variables to group firms with similar geographical and cognitive links.
The cognitive and geographical structure of firms' knowledge links
While there are several approaches to performing cluster analysis (KaufmanRousseeuw 1990) , we used the pdfCluster method (Bin-Risso 2011) . It employs nonparametric model-based clustering techniques as proposed by Azzalini & Torelli (2007) derived from the data and that it works well in situations of high dimensionality, i.e. situations in which few observations but many variables are available (for more details see Bin-Risso 2011).
Cognitive structure of firms' knowledge links
The application of the pdfCluster method to the three shares representing the cognitive dimension (SHARE-VARIETY, SHARE-RELATED, and SHARE-SIMILAR) results in the identification of six clusters, whose characteristics are presented in Table  3 . Each of the six clusters summarizes at least 30 observations. Cluster 1, 2, and 4 clearly represent firms with primary links to technologically similar (2: SIMILAR), technologically related (1: RELATED), and technologically unrelated (4: VARIETY) organizations. The other three clusters summarize firms with many related and some highly similar links (3: RELATED&SIMILAR), firms with many highly similar and a few related links (5: SIMILAR&RELATED), and firms with equal shares of links with low and medium similarity (6: VARIETY&RELATED). In our example, average similarity (Mean SIM) seems to be a reliable approximation of the distribution as it clearly allows differentiating between firms that are dominated by links of low technological similarity (VARIETY), those dominated by links of medium similarity (RELATED), and firms that primarily link with very similar organizations (SIMILAR) links. In case of the two clusters (i.e. RELATED&SIMILAR and SIMILAR&RELATED), the cluster analysis offers richer information on the cognitive structure of firms' links than the simple mean value of technological similarity (SIM).
Some more insights into the structure are derived when relating the cluster classification to a number of firm characteristics collected during the interviews. The first characteristic is the absorptive capacity of firms. It is approximated by four variables: the share of R&D employees in total employment (RD_INT), the share of employees with at least a bachelor's degree (SKILL), firm's age (AGE), and the number of employees (EMPL). Last, it might be worthwhile to look at the absolute number of links for exchanging technological knowledge (LINKS_TEC). This variable represents a firms' general propensity to engage in technological knowledge exchange. Moreover, based on the eight industry dummies (AUTO, BIO, AERO, TEXT, MEDIA, ICT, VIDEO, and FOOD), we estimate the share of firms in a cluster with respect to each of these industries. Table 3 highlights that there are no ICT-producing firms in Cluster RELATED and firms based on the textile and video gaming industry are barely present in clusters SIMILAR and VARIETY. It is important to note that no cluster is dominated by a single industry and firms of each industry are included in almost all the clusters. Therefore, the clusters do not represent industry characteristics. Cluster RELATED&SIMILAR tends to contain larger organizations (Mean EMPL) with more links (Mean LINK_TEC). Firms mainly connected with very similar organizations (SIMILAR) tend to have relatively small number of links.
Geographical structure of firms' links
The results of the cluster analysis for the geographical dimension suggest the existence of five clearly defined groups of firms, as shown in Table 4 . The smallest cluster summarizes 18 firms and the largest summarizes 88 firms. Similar to the cognitive dimension, clusters 1, 2 and 4 represent the 'specialized' cases that summarize: firms which primarily link at medium distances (1: MEDIUM-DIST); firms that mainly have regional linkages (2: REGIONAL); and firms that extensively engage in long distance knowledge exchange (4: LARGE-DIST). Cluster 5 (5: MIX-DIST) includes firms that maintain an equal share of linkages to organizations at all three spatial levels. Contrarily, Cluster 3 (3: REGIONAL&MEDIUM-DIST) represents firms that lack large-distance linkages.
Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 The average geographical distance measure (Mean DIST) differentiates well between the 'specialized' cases: REGIONAL, MEDIUM-DIST, and LARGE-DIST. However, the measure works less well for differentiating between these three specialized clusters and those cluster summarizing firms whose links fall in multiple distance categories (clusters 3: REGIONAL&MEDIUM-DIST and cluster 5: MIX-DIST). In particular, firms with equal shares of links at all three geographical levels (MIX-DIST) will be classified as firms with rather long-distance relations when using the average geographical distance of their links, which obtains the second highest value of 1,887 km. However, the majority of these firms' links (56%) is still shorter than 600 km.
As in the case of the clusters based on the technological characteristics of links, we relate the cluster classification to firm characteristics. Table 4 reveals that all the clusters in this analysis contain firms of different industries. Therefore, the identified geographical patterns do not 'simply' reflect industry specifics. Moreover, firms in the Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201
clusters REGIONAL and LARGE-DIST have, on average, fewer linkages for exchanging technological knowledge. On average, the cluster REGIONAL has larger firms (EMPL), while the cluster LARGE has relatively younger firms (AGE). Cluster MED consists of smaller (EMPL) and older firms (AGE) and firms with lower shares of highly qualified employees (SKILL). In this section, we explore whether firms interact more intensively with technologically similar or dissimilar organizations at particular geographical distances. For the sake of simplicity, we reduced the geographical dimension to two variables: share of regional (SHARE-REGIONAL) and non-regional links (SHARE-NO-REGIONAL). These variables are interacted with the three variables on technological similarity (SHARE-VARIETY, SHARE-RELATED, SHARE-SIMILAR). This results in six variables that serve as inputs for the cluster analysis. As shown in Table 5 , the analysis identifies seven distinct clusters, which vary in size between 15 and 97 firms. Cluster 5 (RELATED) and cluster 6 (SIMILAR) resemble mainly the cognitive structure of links. Two clusters represent firms with primarily links to organizations outside their region that are either technologically related (Cluster 1, NO-REGIONAL&RELATED) or highly similar (cluster 2, NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR). Two other clusters consist of firms interacting primarily with regional organizations that are either technologically dissimilar (cluster 6, REGIONAL&VARIETY) or technologically related (cluster 4, REGIONAL& RELATED). Last, there is one 'mixed' cluster (cluster 3, REGIONAL& SIMILAR/NO-REGIONAL&VARIETY) that summarizes firms with complex partner structures: firms have large shares of regional relationships with technologically similar organizations and large shares of non-regional links with dissimilar organizations.
Substitution versus complementarity
The identification of these clusters is interesting insofar as they allow inference to either a substitutive or a complementary relationship between the cognitive and geographical dimension. According to the concept of a substitutive relationship, geographical proximity allows for easier communication and overcoming cognitive distance between firms. The existence of the REGIONAL&VARIETY cluster corresponds precisely to this concept as it summarizes firms interacting with technologically dissimilar knowledge sources at close geographical distance. Cluster NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR describes the opposite case in which large geographical distances are overcome when the knowledge bases of two organizations are technologically similar (low cognitive distance). However, we did not find a particular geographical pattern for the exchange of related knowledge: organizations interact with organizations having related knowledge at close geographical distance (REGIONAL&RELATED), over larger distances (NO-REGIONAL&RELATED), or at a combination of geographical distances (RELATED).
However, two clusters confute this idea of substitution. They rather suggest that geographical proximity enhances the interaction with technologically similar organizations. The first cluster, SIMILAR, refers to firms linking with technologically Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 similar organizations at the regional as well as at the non-regional level. The cluster is orthogonal to the existence of a substitutive relationship between the two dimensions. To an even larger extent, the same applies to the cluster REGIONAL&SIMILAR/ NO-REGIONAL&VARIETY. Here, firms interact with technologically similar organizations at close geographical distance and simultaneously with dissimilar organizations at high geographical distance. Therefore, these two clusters rather hint at a complementary relationship between the two proximity dimensions.
Out of the total number of firms assigned to each cluster, it is observed that… 39 firms fully support the substitution hypothesis (part of the NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR and REGIONAL&VARIETY clusters), while 46 firms (part of the REGIONAL&SIMILAR/NO-REGIONAL&VARIETY clusters) suggest a complementary relationship. Therefore, the cluster analysis indicates that both complementary and substitutive relationships exist between the geographical and cognitive proximity types. These relationships between the two proximity dimensions was explored further by identifying the characteristics of the firms. This was achieved through a multinomial regression analysis. In this analysis, we selected all the clusters that are did not indicate either of the relationships as reference groups, i.e. all the clusters that represented relationships between organizations with medium levels of technological similarity (NO-REGIONAL&RELALTED, REGIONAL& RELATED, RELATED). We also aggregated the two clusters that represented the substitution hypothesis (REGIONAL&VARIETY, NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR), owing to the presence of a small number of firms in the REGIONAL&VARIETY cluster. The two clusters that support the complementarity hypothesis (REGIONAL&SIMILAR/NO-REGIONAL&VARIETY and SIMILAR) are kept separate, as the SIMILAR cluster does not clearly indicate complementarity.
The variables that were introduced as firm characteristics include RD_INT and SKILL, AGE, EMPL, LINKS_TEC, and eight industry dummies. However, to obtain estimates that are more precise we included additional control variables. We control for the technological orientation of firms by considering the share of engineers (ENG) in total employment. Second, organizations may also differ with respect to their openness towards external knowledge. The variable (OPEN) describes if a firm perceives external knowledge as being highly relevant for its innovation activities. 1 Third, the total number of links regarding the exchange of market knowledge (LINKS_MA) is included to control for the differences in firms' general collaboration behaviour and the potential innovation stimulating effects resulting from superior market information. As we have data on biotech firms in three Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 different countries, we took into account two sector-country dummies (SWED_BIO, CZECH_BIO) to control for potential country effects in this sector.
The results of the analysis are presented in Table 6 . The first interesting finding is concerned with the coefficients of the sector dummies. While we have already pointed out that all the clusters contain firms that belong to different industries, the regression analysis adds further evidence that none of the detected geographical and cognitive structures is restricted to just one industry. For instance, the cluster NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR/REGIONAL&VARIETY seems to correspond primarily to the characteristics of firms in the ICT sector. However, firms of the same sector are also significant members in the cluster SIMILAR (positive significant coefficient of ICT). Similar findings are observed for other sector dummies and clusters. Another interesting finding is that firms in cluster NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR and REGIONAL&VARIETY tend to be younger (AGE), which suggests that the substitutive relationship between cognitive and geographical proximity holds primarily for younger firms. Given their limited experiences, geographical proximity seems to be more important for these firms for maintaining successful collaborations with technologically dissimilar organizations. Cognitive proximity eases communication and as a result enables younger firms to interact with more geographically distant partners. Moreover, a substitutive relationship between the cognitive and geographical dimension tends to be more relevant for firms with low numbers of links concerning technological knowledge (LINKS_TEC). It might be attributed to the reluctance of firms to collaborate (having fewer links) and the caution they exercise while selecting partners. They may choose geographically proximate organizations because they can monitor them easily. Moreover, social relationships, which are more likely to exist between geographically proximate partners, might imply higher levels of trust. These relationships, in turn, may reduce the perceived obstacles to exchange knowledge between cognitively distant partners.
In contrast, the negative coefficient of EMPL for REGIONAL&SIMILAR/NO-REGIONAL&VARIETY suggests a complementary relationship between the two types of proximities that holds particularly for smaller firms. Accordingly, smaller firms (note that EMPL is not correlated with AGE) are well embedded in regional clusters of technologically similar firms. At the same time, they maintain significant relationships with dissimilar firms at larger distances. Apparently, this should make them gatekeepers that provide access to geographically distant and diverse knowledge sources. This finding clearly contradicts our expectation according to which this role should have been played by large firms (see also Lazerson-Lorenzoni 1999 and Graf 2011) . We did not observe statistically significant differences between firms of cluster SIMILAR and our control group.
So far, our analysis demonstrated that systematic differences exist in the structures of firms' links along the geographical and cognitive dimension. In the subsequent sections, we focus on whether these structural differences can impact the innovation performance of firms.
Impact of link structures on firms' innovation performance

Empirical approach
As is common in innovation studies, we approximated the innovation performance of firms by means of the share of significantly improved products/processes on a Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 firm's turnover (INN). 2 In addition to the geographical and cognitive composition of firms' partners, we considered all previously presented firm characteristics, which might influence the innovative success of firms.
Our dependent variable (INN) is a share within the interval [0,1]. The OLS regressions can be applied to such data when the variable is 'logit' transformed (ŷ = log(y/ (1 − y)) ). However, Ferrari & Cribari-Neto (2004) point out that such an approach has several shortcomings, which include the problematic interpretation of coefficients and tendency towards asymmetric distribution of proportions (shares). Moreover, OLS regressions based on such data tend to be heteroskedastic. To overcome these drawbacks, they proposed beta regression, which is based on the assumption that the dependent variable is beta-distributed. Depending on the specification of some parameter values, beta's density can assume different shapes and it can be used to model left and right skewed distributions. We use beta regression with maximum-likelihood estimation and a 'logit' specification, as proposed by Cribari-Neto & Zeileis (2010), which implies that the obtained coefficients can be interpreted as change in the logit. 3 In some instances, our dependent variable is equal to, 0, or 1. To apply a beta regression, as suggested by Cribari-Neto & Zeileis (2010) and Smithson & Verkuilen (2006) , we transformed the variable (y) using the following equation: (y*(n-1) + 0.5)/n, whereby n represents the number of observations (372).
Factors influencing firms' innovation performance
The cluster dummies created previously are employed to approximate differences in firms' choice of knowledge exchange partners. Using the beta regression approach, these cluster dummies and other firm characteristics are regressed on the share of a firm's turnover attributable to new or significantly improved products or processes that are not older than 3 years (INN). The results are shown in Table 7 . We did not report the model with all cluster dummies because the overlap between the dummies (firms are classified into multiple clusters) causes linear dependency and multicollinearity issues. We tested each proximity dimension (cognitive and geographical) separately before considering the combined clusters (cognitive & geographical).
Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 Table 7 Impact on innovation performance of firms Before discussing the results for the cluster dummies, we analyzed firm characteristics that gained significance in all model specifications (I-VII). The variable SKILL is positive and significant in all the models, implying that larger shares of highly qualified employees increase the innovation performance of firms. Surprisingly, the share of R&D employees (RD_INT) is negative and significant in all models. However, the variable is strongly positively correlated with SKILL (+0.33 *** ) and INNO (+0.13 ** ). It is therefore likely that SKILL captures the positive effect of RD_INT. As a result, the remaining variance of RD_INT that is not captured by SKILL might reflect some sector specifics (e.g. the negative correlation between TEXT and INNO). 4 Moreover, EXTERN is negative and significant in almost all models. It suggests that firms that attribute a high importance to external knowledge are less innovative. While the negative significances of EMPL in models IV and V as well as that of AGE in models V, VI, and VII are in line with literature (cf. FrenkelSchefer 1998), they appear only in a limited number of models. Although there are no signs of multicollinearity, it was shown above that EMPL and AGE are significantly related to particular structures in the combined cognitive and geographic dimensions. As these variables become significant in those models including all cluster dummies of the combined cognitive and geographic dimensions, they probably capture some effects of the corresponding clusters. However, given the weakness of their effects, we refrained from disentangling these variables any further.
Here, we focus on the effects of the cognitive and geographical proximity dimensions. In model II, we included only the dummies for clusters representing differences in the cognitive dimension of the firms' partners. We expected firms in clusters SIMILAR, VARIETY, VARIETY/RELATED, and SIMILAR/RELATED to be outperformed by the firms in clusters RELATED and RELATED/SIMILAR because only these latter two have access to related knowledge, i.e. contacts that offer sufficient variety of knowledge but still allow for effective communication. Only one dummy (RELATED/SIMILAR) was positive and significant. The results meet our expectations as they show that having a mixture of links to related and technologically similar firms is conducive for innovation performance of firms. However, we also expected RELATED to be positive and significant, which is not the case.
In model III, only the dummies of the geographical proximity dimension are included. We expected firms with a mix of linkages at different spatial levels (MIX-DIST and REGIONAL/MEDIUM-DIST) to outperform firms that focus mainly on only one type of spatial level for interaction (REGIONAL, MEDIUM-DIST, LARGE-DIST). Only the MIX-DIST cluster was positive and significant. This confirms our hypothesis that a balance of links at all three spatial levels facilitates the innovation performance of firms.
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In Model IV, the cluster dummies for the combined cognitive and geographical proximity dimensions are tested. Three of these have positive and significant effects (NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR, RELATED, and SIMILAR). It suggests that innovation performance is particularly enhanced when firms have significant links with technologically similar organizations outside their region (NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR), links with technologically similar organizations located at different spatial levels (SIMILAR), and linkages with technologically related organizations at various spatial scales (RELATED). A prominent observation is that no cluster dummies are significant with primarily regional linkages.
It is apparent that the geographical dimension plays only a minor role in defining these clusters. Therefore, we confront the dummies of the combined cognitive and geographical proximity dimensions with the two dummies that were found significant in the previous models (RELATED/SIMILAR, MIX-DIST). As a result, as shown in model V, NO-REGIONAL&SIMILAR, RELATED, and SIMILAR lose their significance. Their effect is captured by RELATED/SIMILAR. However, the previously significant MIX-DIST also loses its significance and regains significance when SIMILAR is removed (model VI). Although the overlap between the two clusters SIMILAR and MIX-DIST is small, their positive impact on innovation seems to be interrelate'. To disentangle their effects, we excluded all insignificant dummy variables and estimated model VII that includes only RELATED-SIMILAR, SIMILAR, and MIX-DIST. The RELATED/SIMILAR, SIMILAR, and MIX-DIST clusters remained highly significant, insignificant, and positive and significant, respectively. Therefore, the innovation performance of firms is enhanced when they have access to knowledge sources at different spatial scales or link with a combination of organizations that offer related and similar technological knowledge. This implies that the best practices facilitated by the geographical structure of knowledge exchange partners (with a combination of regional and non-regional linkages) is an alternative to the best practice facilitated by the cognitive structure (with a combination of cognitively similar and related organizations).
Conclusions
The paper investigated firms' embeddedness in knowledge networks. Taking a proximity approach, we focused on firms' knowledge exchange partners and the roles of cognitive and geographical proximities. Our investigation contributed to the literature in two ways.
First, we showed that the structure of firms' links differs systematically along the cognitive and geographical dimensions. With respect to the cognitive dimension, we found a large number of firms having relationships primarily with one type of organization (technologically dissimilar, related, or similar). Nevertheless, somewhat more than 50% of firms exchange knowledge with organizations possessing varying Regional Statistics, Vol 6, No 2. 2016: 3-26; DOI: 10.15196/RS06201 degrees of knowledge similarity. For the geographical dimension, similar findings were obtained with about 53% of firms having links to organizations at various spatial scales. We also found that the two proximity dimensions share a relationship. For younger firms and those with fewer technological knowledge links, geographical proximity helps to overcome cognitive distance. In contrast, geographical and cognitive proximities are complementary for smaller firms (but not younger firms), which implies that these firms tend to be well embedded in regional clusters of technologically similar firms. At the same time, they maintain significant relationships with dissimilar firms at larger geographical distances.
Second, we tested the effects of these different partner structures on innovation. The results clearly confirmed that firms increase their innovation performance by primarily linking with technologically related firms as well as technologically similar organizations. This is in line with Boschma and Frenken's findings (2010) and confirms the findings of other studies on this issue (cf. Broekel-Boschma 2012 , Fornahl et al. 2011 ). In accordance with existing research, it also helps firms to access knowledge sources at various geographical scales (cf. Arndt-Sternberg 2000) . However, in our study, we did not find an indication for the interrelated effects of cognitive and geographical proximity (in either a substitutive or a complementary sense) on firms' innovation performance.
This study has several shortcomings. We only measured links that are realized by the firms, not the interaction possibilities that firms may possess. For instance, the absence of technologically dissimilar organizations in a region fails to facilitate communication between such organizations at the regional level. Accordingly, they might be driven to search for such collaboration partners at greater geographical distances. The study does not consider that the existing potential for collaborating with a particular organization at a particular spatial level might influence the results on the relationship between cognitive and geographical dimensions for the establishment of knowledge links.
Our measure of geographical proximity might also have captured the effect of other types of proximity, like social proximity (Boschma 2005) . In this study, we cannot entirely rule out this potential of spurious correlation. Therefore, we clearly see the need for further research to include data on all proximity types that were not considered in this paper, namely social, institutional, and organizational proximity. This would certainly increase our understanding of what drives the structure of the knowledge exchange partners of firms, whether proximity dimensions act as substitutes or complements, and the manner in which different structures of knowledge exchange partners influence the innovation performance of firms.
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